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- §IEC~tT 
CONSIDEl~\TIONS InVOLVED IN A SEPAHABLE FIRST STAGE 

DISf:. liJ1Al·1EN'.C AG REE!-1ENT 
1 October 1963 · · 

I 

IN'J;RODUCTION 

/ 

The discussion within the Administration concerning a Separable lst 

Stage Disarmament ft~reement (hereafter referred to a$ SFSDA) has been unsatisfac

tory because the parties to the debate have started from divergent :positions. 

One school has tended to look at the :problem primarily :f'rom the standpoint 

of what appears to be negotiable with the Soviets judged :primarily in the context 

of the Geneva negotiations or, if not negotiable, of what would have favorable 

propaganda implications for the United States. Another school has become 

convinced that none of the Separable 1st Stage :proposals so far suggested are 

to the u.s. interest but has tried to accommodate (within the limit that no 

such SFSDA be actually agreed to) to the :propaganda demands of our situation.at 

Geneva. A third school has held that the ~SG should seek out and analyze 

the substantive elements of :potentially desirable SFSDAs, ones the u.s. could 

live with, before considering the tactical and propaganda issues of negotiation 

(whether at Geneva or in other forums) • · 
-

This paper endeavors to continue the evaluations of the latter school. It 

de~~s first with certain basic considerations, second With the four main 

substantive elements: strategic systems, conventional forces, tactical systems, 

and concurrent political developments and only indirectly with the tactics of 

negotiation. 

DOWNGRADED AT 12 YEAR 
IH'l''ERHLS: N'OT I\UT0~~ATICALLY 

. Dlli':IJ.SS H'l~l). OO"D 'i:/lP. v'2/0QJ .1.\J 
._---- ... ~- . --······--·-·-
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R~SIC CONSIDERATIONS 

The fact without which the entire disarmament effort would r~ve 

collapsed long ago, is t~~t control and reduction of armaments can benefit 

both sides, that it is ~ot entirely a zero sum game. But in part it is a 

zero sum game; what improves the relative position of one side, harms the 

relative position of the other. The Soviets •rill certainly attempt to 

optimize their relative position. Not only must we attempt to optimize ours 

as an offset to their attempt, but also to offset a very real asymmetry in 

the position of the tvTo blocs: · We proclaim, and are, a defensive alliance; 

they proclaim and are an offensive alliance, in which the debate is only as 

to the level of violence to be used in pursuing the aims of the alliance. 

Our task in devising a SFSDA is therefore complex. It involves fully ex

ploiting the potential of the non-zero sum aspects ·of arms co~trol (those 

which benefit both the USSR and ourselves) while preserving or improving 

the relative Western position in the zero sum aspects. 

Principal U.S. interests are: (1) the maintenance of our ability 

to contain Soviet or Chinese expansion; (2) a reduction in the risk of 

nuclear war, either from escalation of undeterred Soviet or Chinese 

ex~nsionism under (1) above or in the form of a direct nuclear attack on 

the u.s. or its allies, and (3) a reduction in the destructiveness of nuclear 

~ar should it nevertheless occur, ~d (4) continuation of the prospect that . 

US (nuclear and other) forces surviving a nuclear war would be able to ensure 

2 
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a settlement of hostilities favorable to the United States. 

Principal Soviet interests are: (1) a reduction in the prospect that the 

u.s. might escalate to general nuclear war a local confrontation resulting 

from what the Soviet leadership would consider the inevitable expansion 

of the area of Communism; (2) a reduction in the prospect that U. s. military 

forces surviving a nuclear .war would allow the US to dictate .terms of 

settlement of hostilities and ( 3) a reduction in the de'structiveness of 

nuclear war should it nevertheless occur. F-.com the Soviet standpoint very 

zubstantial cold war gains could occur if we failed to preserve our objective 

(1) while they succeeded in achieving their objective (1). In such a situation 

they could expect a rapid dissolution of NATO and a loosening of the ties 

holdiP..g together .the -forces standing in the way of clear Co1Illilunist domination 

of the European-Asia land mass. They could then concentrate their full effort 

on securing their primacy over their Chinese "partners". 

III 

THE FOUR su.BSTANTIVE ELEMENTS OF THE PROBLEM 

A. The Strategic Nuclear Relationship 

.1. Present Trends 

Projections through 1968 of programmed U.S. strategic forces, on the 

one hand, and NIE estimates of Soviet forces, on the other, indicate that 

without arms control the u.s. should be able to maintain a 2 to 3-fold 

superiority in numbers of intercontinental alert weapons, and a superiority 

in the average survivability factor of those forces. -.. The mega tonnage of 

the Soviet strategic forces may, however, come to exceed those of the u.s. 

3 
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forces and under all but the most favorable circumstances the ~ercentage 

of the u.s. population expected to be casualties after a nuclear exchange might 

exceed that of the USSR. Under no foreseeable circumstances, however, could the USSR, 

e-ve-n if it struck first, have high confidence in ending the i!li tial exchanges 

-vTi th a superiority in surviving strategic forces. 

In the absence of arms control the U.S. should therefore be able, at 

least through 1968,to maintain a very credible deterrent, a deterrent adequate1 

not only to protect the u.s. against a ~remeditated nuclear attack {Class I 

Det errence) I but also to keep lmr the risks of escalation the Soviets could 

pr udently face in bringing pressure against Europe or in s~~port of their 
m . 

:policy in other areas vi tal to the West (Class II Deterrence). The sacrifice 

of this advantage in ~ SFSDA would pave to be weighed against US non-zero 

sum and other zero-sum gains. 

2. Objectives 

In considering the strategic nuclear delivery vehicle part of ~ SFSDA 

the follorrlng u.s~ objectives come to mind: 

a. To reduce the size, weight, and likelihood of success of a 

Soviet strike against the us or its allies. 

b. While doing so, insure against unacceptable risk to our sc;curity1 

or to that of our allies, tprough cheating, including withholding of un-. · 

declared weapons, clandestine production, or improvement of weapons, and 

abrogation with the purpose of gaining a significant time advantage in 

rearmament. 

Discussion 

If both sides reduce the size and weight of their strategic attack 

4 
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carabilities, it should be possible to retain ~~d even enbEnce Type I Deterrence. 

As the strategic forces are brought under control, major instabilities resulting 

~rom the psychology of the arms race should diminish. Decreased concern on 

either side about the survi~l of its retaliatory force should remove lingering 

incentives toward, or fears of, premeditated attack against one another. 
I 

The same course could seriously damage Western deterrence in Type II 

situations to the extent it is based on quantitative superiority. Compensations 

would have to be sought in arrangements either contain~d in the ·-_ disarmament 

treaty or permissible under the treaty. These might involve (1) a full 

spectrum of deterrence belOi.r the strategic level, and/or (2) capabilities for ; 

deliberate, selective, controlled response. 

None of the reductions contemplated would reduce the possible destruct

iveness of an all-out war, if it occurs, even ciose to the levels known through ' 

Horld i<lar II. · Since it takes relatively few missiles to target the major cities 

on either side, and since substantial fractions of each side's missiles are 

targetted on each other's strategic forces mutually agreed reo,ctions in 
. . . -=-: "•' 

their number could proceed vnth little effect on the number of cities which 

might be at risk to residual forces. The casualties experienced in any actual 

1</C:.r perhaps would be reduced somewhat because of (1) reduction in collatE;.ral 

der~ge with diminished counterforce exchange, and (2) .decreased number of 

nuclear detonations in any one area resulting from lower damage expectapcies 

beb:.use of smaller force levels. In other words, the number of nuclear hostages 
.. 

might be better controlled at roughly the level considered necessary for -ef-

fective deterrence. The level of prospective own damage (in terms of percentages 

of po:pulation casual ties or of industrial· destruction) at which the USfm- would 

certainly be deterred is an arguable figure; It is probably higher for the USSR 

than for the US. 
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3 ~ other Variables 

Drr~ortent v~iables in analyzing the optimum solutio~s to these objectives 

al~e the ass~tions as to the general ~olitical conte~rt including the possible 

impact of arms control measures on our European allies, the provisions of 

other portions of the . SFSD.A. and the degree O·f inspection which is considered 

desirable or negotiable. This paper assumes that a SFSDA ~dll not come into 

being except after, or concurrently with, a comprehensive test ban agreement, a 

comp~ehensive non-diffusion agreement, some improvement in the Berlin-German 
I 

Rea~fication situation and other points of immediate high risk. The variables 

in other parts of the SFSDA will be taken up as they .appear pertinent. Different 

solutions will be proposed for a high inspection case, a medium inspection case 

and a low inspection case. 

4. How many? 

·some number of permitted u.s. strategic delivery vehicles between 

100 and 1000, should assure the u.s. a high order of counter city, Class I 

Deterrence, provided the number permitted the Soviets were smaller. or, a~ 

least, no greater. 

Let us assume no controls over Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Systems, 

no control over civil defense programs, no control over nuclear materials or 

~~heads and a low level of permitted inspection. At the upper range of the 

suggested numericaJ. limit, say 1000 weapons, it should still be possible 

for us to create a mix of super-hardened, dispersed~ large, multiple-warhead 

missiles, plus Polaris submarines plus dispersed or air-borne plahes wit~ 

improved air-to-surface missiles which would be able adequately to survive SIJ.Y 

· conceivable Soviet. attack. Such a Soviet attack must be assumed to include the 

6 
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pcx~tted Soviet vehicles, plus vehicles which could escape detection plus 

vehicles which could be produced and depl~yed during any time gap in rearmament 

"by · clandestine Soviet preparation for abrogation. US forces should be able to 

surv"i ve in sufficient volume to penetrate to at least 50 Soviet cities with 

st~ficient weight to vrreak very great destruction on these cities and cause 

casualties of at least lo% of the Soviet population. 

Such a solution would not, however, make any substantial contribution 

to the ·objectivestated iniii A 2 a. above of significantly reducing the 

:possible size and weight of a Soviet attack below what is now projected 
. . :· .. · . 

. . . 

11ithout a SFSDA. T'.ae USSR could theoretically opt for missiles of 100 MT 

or larger size up to its full permitted riumber if only numbers are to be .· . 

limited. Within any plausible ratio of Soviet numbers to .US numbers, say 50i 

of the US permitted figure; the weight of a Soviet attack could be virtually 

totally devastating. Therefore, more complex solutions must be considered. 
. . 

Two measures which 1vould greatly increase the certainty of effective 

US retaliation within lower numbers would be measures prohibiting the deploy-

m~nt of ABM Systems or prohibiting the construction of elaborate civil defense 

shelters. (Of these two categories prohibition of ABM Systems would have less " 

problems since it is psychologically more difficult for a nation to deny its 

citizens the basic individual security o:f civil defense. ) Both of these measures 

could be reasonably well monitored through unilateral. · surveillance and intel

ligence. The cost of a strategically s~gnificant ABM system would be of the 

order of ma.gni tude of at least 10 to 20 billion dollars. A significant. shelter ,. · 

(;onstruction program would also be costly. Both would probably be necessary- sub-
. ··. 

st£:.ntially to reduce the destruction and . casualties to be expected even from two or 

- 7-
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three hundred multiple-Harhead weapons on targ~t. No such large scale programs 

could be clandestinely executed. 

If one did not have to be concerned with substantial .ABM and civil defense 

programs, it would be possible t~ assure u_~acceptable damage without hardened 

r:c.ulti:ple or multi-megaton -w·arheads. - 150 one-megaton warheads {of say 500 lbs 
.-.. 

wei ght) on target would certainly be able to demolish· the fifty leading 

industrial and population centers of the USSR and leave a reserve for conti~-

gcncies. 

Soviet· cities are, of course, only one part of the target structure as 

?:c·<:s ently understood. Other main components, and their implications for 

disarmament, are as follow·s: 

a. The Soviet Nuclear Threat. In present war plars, Soviet bombers 

~a w~ssiles and their supporting bases are the highest p~iority class of 

ts:r·gc:.ts. If strategic forces are stabilized at anything approaching parity, 

coo.nterforce targetting probably '·r+ll be less and less remunerative. Depending 

on ~~L1nerability of the opposing forces, some reduction of enemy capabilities 

·mey continue to be attractive as a first-strike objective; but the level of 

!"<.::duction achieved probably could not be decisive. To make strategic bases 

l ea s compelling second-strike targets, missile refire or bomber recycle capa-

bili ties might be controlled. 

b. Other V~litary Capabilities. Certain tactical airfields and general 

mili ta.ry ·targets in Europe are now targetted by SAC. These could just as well 

be covered by European theater forces, if survivable weapons systems were 

~rov1ded SACEUR. A consistent set of categories would have to be corstructed for 

the disa.~ent agreement in order to prevent strategic force limitations from 

i:.·1j urir-_g the position of NATO vis .. a~vis the Warsaw Pact countries. 

-8-
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The conclusion here seems to be that, provi~ed the~ter forces are 

considered separately, one alternative would be to relate the number of strategic 

weapons more or less directly to the urban-industrial (second-$trike retaliatory) 

target structure. 

~nat number of permitted strategic delivery vehicles, then,would be necessary 

to assure the ability to detonate 150 warheads on target? The answer is a 

function of the survivability of the vehicles and their reliability, If 9ne 

assum.es a reliability of • 66 (in other vmrds, ti-ro out of tl1..ree survi v1.:r_g 

vehicles could be e:A.'})ected to reach target with adequate accuracy), .we wouid 

then 'have a requirement th~t 225 of our vehicles be able to survive any counter-

force attack the Soviets could aspire to mount With (a) their permitted vehicles; 

(b) vehicles not declared, vehicles clandestinely produced, and vehicles con

verted from civil aircraft, etc. , and (c) ._ vehicles produced durL'Ilg any time gap 

achieved by preparation for hostile abrogation~ No precise computation of the 

starting number of' u.s. vehicles required :is possible; too many variables are 

involved. 500 vehicles would, however, not seem to be an unreasonable figure, 

If both sides were lirni ted to permi t~ed deli very vehicl~s with a lift~ng-, 

ca:Pacity sufficient only for one megaton warl:).~ad.s, a fanta$tic impro.;em.en.t in, 
.. . ' -:::· 

p·esent day standards of accuracy and reliability would be needed to give _ the 

Soviets confidence in taking out one of' our hardened missiles without devoting 

at least three to the task. (A 1 MT weapon with a CEP of ~ NM would have 72% . 

cl:1.a.:nce of severely damaging a 400 PSI Silo). If .a method could. be devised to 

limit guidance systems to a. CEP no less than one mile at inter-:continental range, 

they would have to devote about 30 missiles .to take ·out one of ours. In any case, 

such of our missiles as were in Poiaris submarines at sea. would be comparative~y 

- 9 -
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§ECC~IET 
invulnerable to this form of attack, as would air-to-surface ~ssiles in air-b6~e 

alert aircraft. Moreover, in the evolution of weapons mixes under any such agree

ment the US might make major shifts away from l>.ardened, fixed strategic missiles 

in favor of mobile l~~a and sea based types. 

The magnitude of effort required to pupplement ·. the penni tted system 'W'i th 

covert delivery means sufficient for a counter-force attack effective against the 

opposing strategic delivery system (~onsidered as a whole) seems so great as to make 

the attempt hardly wort:l:!'ib..ile. Even if one were to · assume a cl:=.ndestine force as 

large as the ~rrnitted force, and a force created during the time gap after 

hostile abrogation of equal size again, this would give the Soviets only a three 

fold superiority in numbers vrhich, assuming present day reliability and accuracy 

factors, would not be adequate to assure a high level of destruction even of the · 

fixed base portion of our permitted systems. Future improvements could, of course, 

change this estimate. 

In summary, it appears that something of the order of 500 permitted vehicles · 

would be adequate to protect against the risks of deception provided, (a) .Amf 

syst~ms were prohibited, (b) major civil defense shelter construction were 

J!rohibited, and (c) the lift capacity of permitted systems were limited to one" 

megaton warheads, (d) no great improvemen_t in accuracy to the order of .!. NM cEP' '>'' 
4 . . ' 

were in prospect. 
. J·"·. 

The most sensitive variable in arriving at this judgment is that CEPs of 

less than a 1,000 ft. at inter~continental range will not be within the state of 

the art until the 1970's. ·_Thought should be given to prohibitions and controls 

over terminal guidance, etc., designed to make such super accuracy impossible. 

The increasing yield and decreasing CEP of the attacking weapon can be offset · 

to a degree by hardening the target. 

5. Larger and Smaller Yields 
It is generally agreed that a veiT difficult thing to hide, and therefore . §EC~ET · 

- 10 -
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e:asy to control, is a launcl'l..ing facility for an iirter.continenta.l missile. 

It C2ZL."1J.ot, however, be d·emcnst:reted. -tr...a.t 1-'oj would .be fm:i?ossible, assumi!'..g the 

necesse;ry effort, to conceal individual launchers •. T'aat it would be :possible 

to hide hundreds of' such launch facilities becomes less credible. 

To check on the lift (payload) c~.pacity of a system is more difficult; 

the necessa_~ assurance would :probably require on-site inspection of the vehicle. 

To check on the accwacy of the . s~stem will "be still more difficult. 

r-t would require: 1) :W..ltu.."U observation. of strategic miSsile test firings 

of the other side to observe ·accuracy plus sufficient inspection of emplaced 

missiles to be sure they •rrere the same design as those tested,; 2) construction 

of strategic d~livery vehicles by a third.state (e.g. Swaden) for both sides; 

or 3) other radical inspection :procedures. 

. There has therefore been a tendency, in considering SF~Il~'s to 

concentrate on number of launch vehicles rather than on yield or accuracy. 

With sufficient yield, accuracy and reliability, it is Pos~ible to approach a 

one-for-one kill probability against even super-hardened dispersed launch sites. 

vlith multiple, guided warheads it might at some future time be :possible to 

reduce the exchange-ratio to less than unity, but this is not within reach of 

~resent technology. Furthermore, the destructiveness of even 50 100-meg~ton 

warheads is such as to fail to meet the objective in III A 2A, 'while less than 

a hu_~dred permitted delivery vehicles would seem to present far too great a risk 

of successful elimination tPxough counterforce or covert attack. Control 

over super-weapons, therefore, seems indicated. One possible alternative 

would be to prolibit all intercontinental land-based missile launching 

facilities, relying solely upon sea or airborne vehicles. But 25,000 lb. warheads 

c2.n also be carried by plane and probably S'!J.b-based missiles could be cevised 

. ·- · · -._ .;.•.-•.•· ¥•;-• :-.·.- -·n;.·: ~.- . .. ·~ . · ~ - · -. . 
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to lau..11ch such weights. Substantial inadequacies therefore would appear to 

i-n'l!c-re in any SFSDA which :provides only for control over numbers of launch 

vehicles. 

If controls over lift capacity and accuracy are ·to be included in a 

SFSDli., tnen the question becomes pertinen·t as to whether limi te.tion of war-

head vreight and yield belm.; one magaton .. might not be · advisable. .Against most 

Soviet unprotected industrial and population cent~rs, 100 KT would be adequate 
. . . 

for destruction; against large industrial e.reas such as Mosco'I'T end Leningrad, 

5 t~ 8 such weapons would be adequate. fln adequate survivi~~ u.s. deterrent 

force of 100 KT delivery systems, therefore, might be 300-350 as opposed to 

the 225 one-megaton vehicles suggested in the previous section. If the Soviets 

are similarly limited to 100 KT weapons, the number of weapons they would have 

to allocate to insure killing one of ours would 'be three times that necessary 

with one-megaton weapons. No significant inc+ease above 500 in the pe~tted 

nv.mber of delivery vehicles \-7ould therefore seem required even if lift 

capacity is limited to 100 KT warheads (say 150 lbs.). A crucial question, 

hovrever, is whether the weight carrying capacity of a given system can be · 

accurately enough controlled to guard against sUbstantial deviations in the 

yi~ld of warhead which could be delivered. Al.l existing ICEM systems woul.d 

have to be scrapped and new ones meeting precise criteria substituted. The 

closer both sides come to the practical limits of improvement of yield-to-

weight ratios, the more feasible weight limitations would be since the margin 

for clandestine yield/weight improvements would be narrowed. 

6. Other Possible Controls 

In the above light, a svggestion worth exploring is the prohibition Of 

all inter-continental delivery systems except for submarine-based missiles. 
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This could be coupled ~nth limitations on the number, size, range and deploy-

mznt of such submarines and missiles. Let us assume that each side is limited 

to 100 missile-carrying submarines, each sub~ririe being limited to four launch 

tubes capable of liftil'..g a 200 lbs. vrarheaa 2, 500 miles, w'i. th no weight allowance 
I 

for inflight course col~::cection equipment. Peacetime deployment of these submarines 

~~thin 3,000 miles of the other's territo~ would be prohibited end monitored. 
I 

There might also be a limitation on the number and range of attack submarines end 

a prohibition against deep sea tnining~ Under such an arrangement it is difficult 

to see how a cou.."lterforce attack would be conceivable. (\n alternative would be 

to limit all intercontinental missiles to hardened land-based sites. The 1 MT 

yield limitation would make a counterforce attack extremely unlikely. The neeq 

for monitoring submarine deployments would be unnecessary and the expense would 

be less . ) 

The principal difficulty with such arrangements is that the principle of 

a mix of retaliatory systems is sacrificed. It may be that this difficulty is 

less than that of; allowing a mix of systems, SO'!Jle of which, particularly bomb~rs, 
. . 

seem to be inherently U.."lCOntrollable as to precise small scale lift capability~ 

A further possible control is over nuclear materiels and warheads. Af3 will 

be seen, later, some such controls may be required in the tactical nuclear field. 

The confidence which one can have in such controls is not, however; adequate to 

give much assistance in the strategic field where the number of warheads is small 

and the amount of fissionable material required to produce major changes in 

capabilities insignificant. It would be reasonable to back up controls over 

numbers, lift capacity, accuracy, range, etc. -with production controls to guard 

against clandestine improvement in numbers or characteristics. The elaborateness 

required in controls over production would vary with the sensitivity of the ar-

rangements to detect cheating. 

7- timum Solutions ee of Inspection ~vhich can be 

Ne~otiated 

- 13 -
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a. Low IT~..spection 
Ori-site inspection is prooably not required to control an 

ag-_,_~eemen"C :prohibitiY'..g the deploym~n-t cr P.:BM systems, OT .an ele."oorate shelter 

conr::truction :prog:l;"(?.]!'.• It also 'tiould be difficul.t cle,ndestinely to deploy 

lc:..:::ge numbers or inte:rcontin~nta.l missiles with laxge. weight lifting ca:paci ty. 

Cl~~destine production and deployment of large numbers of submarines or heavy 

bombers would also ~p:pear difficult. 

If little on-s:l.te inspection can be negotiated, weight yield, 

range and accuracy limitations would.be i~ossible. Numoers limitation, which 

would not be critically upset from a counterforce vieWpoint by clandestine 

deployment of several hundred weapons, would be :possible~ If .AB..\1 and substantial 

shelter construction ere .prohibited, numbers approximating 500 .would seem 

appropriate. If there is no prohibition on AEM's and shelter construction, 

n'tnllbers approximating 1,000 would seem appropriate. Particular:J.? in the latter 

case, we would have to assume the Soviets would be striving for large .yield_, 

hardened multiple warheads, etc., · etc. We would . therefore have to cqmpete 

strenuously in the same direction as well as deploying an ABM system and 

engaging in a substantial shelter construction program. 

In either of these cases the Class II Deterrent effect of our 

strategic nuclear capability would be small and would be .seen to be 

small by our allies. There would b.e no credibility in our ado~ting a counter

force strategy and a city-b~sting strategy would be clearly and totally ruinous. 

The same would apply equally to the Soviet Union. The correlation of forces in 

the conventional and tactical nuclear fields would then become _even more 

significant to 9oth Sides. 

b. . Medium Inspection 

If it were possible to negotiate a declaration of retained and 

replacement delivery vehicles, plus periodic inspection of such vehicles, plus 

§ECCIRIE T. 
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8; re8sona.ble program. of ran.d-:>m inspections to p:ro-vide a check against cla.."''ldes-

tine :production o:r de?lO;;,.""re·ent, a more useful sx:ra.ngement should be possible. 

In addition to p:roP~bition of Pli~ systems~ end shelter construction 

~~d a limitation on numbers, it would then be· possible to cont:rol weight lifting 

caJ!aci ty, range, end possi"ole accuracy if observation of test firings or 

:physicel inspection of missiles w·ere permitted.· w"hereas under ~ above, there 

cov~a. be no assurance by either sid·~ that the ether 'tiOuld n.o·c build up to a 

reegato!4~e in excess of 10 or 20 thousand~ under this alternative one could 

· have reasonable assurance that megaton.."lage of' . permitted. systems could be kept 

below one thousand for each side and could ~erhaps be reduced below one 

hundred. 

With no control over. nuclear materials, warhead production or 

warhead stockpi;Les, there would, however, E;!.lways be the.threat of the deploy-

ment of' large weapons in ships, civil air. craft, etc. While such deployment 

would be unlikely to have significant counter~force potentials, it would

continue as an unsettling and suspicion arousing possibility. 

c. gptimum solutions with high degree of inspection 

If in addition to the controls suggested under £ ebove, it were 

possible to negotiate controls over nuclear materials, warhead production, ~4 

· 1-ra.rhead. stockpiles, further possibilities of' . designing a system maximizing 

the non-zero sum advantages to both sides might, over time, beco~e possible. 

There seems to be no scientific way in which one could have high confidence that 

nuclear materials or warheads had not been secreted in some remote or subtly 

concealed storage area, in mag~tud,es perhaps as great as ten or twent~ per cent 

of existing Soviet stockpiles. Security in the United States is not such that we 

could have confidence in executing such an operation ourselves. It is possible, 

. . ,- . . · ·; :-:···:.··; -· -:·····-··-·-'··· ........... ,...- ······· 
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should the Soviet leaders desire to do so, that ways could be found to give us 

confidence that they also we:::e no longer in a :position to do so. T-ransitional 

ax:rangements woul.d undoubtedly be nec~ssary ·to cover · the. :period during which 

such confidence was being estab1-1 shed.. Even such transitional steps would, 

hmrzver, seem useful in ~etting on tm-1a:rd the objectives stated in II! A 2 9.· 

A possible · transi tione:L step mig..~t permit stock:pj,les of warheads 

sufficient to s'U,P1'ly the per!!li tted systems '\-Ti th a reserve·, :plus con·cinuouply 

insyected additional stockpiles in some state of remoteness·from delive~J 

systems or in some stage of inconi:Plete fabrication so that there would be a. 

time delay in their availability suf'ficient to make them useless in a counter-

force role, but short enough to make clandestine withholding or concea).ment 

of little value to the other side. 

8. Relationship of control among strateg;ic, conventional, and 

tactical systemS 

a. General 

Control over strategic weapons increases the importance of tactical 

nuclear wea:pons to deterrence of the use of conventional forces w~le at the 

same time the problem of control in the tactical nuclear and conventional force 

area get more complicated. 

b. Strategic and Tactical Nuclear Systems 

In · surveying the controls of strategic nucl.ear wea:pons, which 

have been discussed under the low, medium, and high inspection cases, it 

becomes apparent that the more stringent the limits and controls under this 

category of weapons, the greater woul.d be the degree of control required over 

tactical nuclear forces. The reason for this correlation is that the more 

16 
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stringent the limits and controls over st=ategic weapons the g-~eater would be 

the pay~off to a poter.tial aggressor in ":pocket battleship11 develo:f!ments within 

.the tactical category. ~~reover~ the more stri~~eut the limits over strategic 

¥reapons, the more a~sta'bilizing ~iOuld be the disparities in tactical nuclear 

weapons which would. be :possible w"'ithout controls. 

c. Relationship of Conventional to }fuclear Farces 

The greater the degree of control ever strategic a.~a tactical 

nuclear forces, the g-..ceater the im:portanceof conventional. forces and 

therefore the greater the need for controls over these conventional forces 

which wo-Qld assure that negotiated balances are not violated. ~ne history 

of cenventional arms races needs no recounti:P..g. The achievement of agreements 

for contxols over nuclear weapons is most likely to be observed if both sides 

are able to ac:b.ieve a non-zero sum .agreement on their conventional forces 1.ffiich 

a,c'0..ieves certain political objectives for each. (This in turn implies a degree 

of political settlement which will be discussed later). 

B. Conventional Wea:ponp 

1. Area Considerations ... 

a. NATO-Warsaw Pact Relationship 

This is the key area of the world. The vi taJ. interests of both blocs 

confront here. For that reason it is here that it is most difficult and ~st 

~ortant to achieve a non-zero sum settlement. Until the political environment 

has changed appreciably (such as might eventuate if EEC integration continues 

or if the European satellites achieve significant disorientation from the USSR) 

the best hope for a balance of conventional forces in this area is a limited 

ra]?proachment and diserig~ement as part of a broader arms control package. For 

17 
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ex~ple, should the U.S. give up its preponderance of strategic weapons with 

its concomitant Class II deterrence, the USSR IRB!.\f threat to Europe 1vould have 

negotiated~ This ~a not be a:;sii!l1?1e numerical . parity~ T'"Jle , ~terlot>; eontinental. 

lines elo~~ which the USSR forces operate (as opposed to the sea lanes over 

which the U.S. must su}.?port EUrope) are en advantage "rhich would require 

-
compensation in a stable settlement. This might be achieved by permitting 

apprc:prietely larger :t-1~0 l end forces in Europe, than the Warsaw nations wouJ.d 

be allm·ied to have Hest of the Bt1g River or West of a Leningrad-Sn:olens}t-Odessa 

Hne. Alternatively, a formula might be worked out 1.,rhich allowed the NATO 

,pm?e:rs to continue to have larger t acticel air forces while the l-larsa.1v-N.~O 

nations had parity of land armies within a defined area in Europe. Stili 

another alternative, or an added element of security, might be to negate offensive 

opportunities for conventional forces by creating a "nuclearized" zone -- a 

jointly planted, jointly policed, jointly controlled ADM zone, half of w~ch 

either side could set off at will. . The balance to be sought is that the 

advantage should lie with the defending forces regardless of which side ~nitiates 

the offensive. The higher the controls over the strategic and tactical 

nuclear forces, the more critical the European conventional balance becomes. 

b. China 

Here both' superpmters have potential problems. 

(l) The U.S. relationship 

It is difficult to visualize the lineup of u.s. conventional 

forces "Yrhich could handle the problem of China in Asia. While U.s. sea:power 

could insure the <1,efense of Japan, Formosa, the Philippines and other 

Pacific islands, and, with land forces, could make a creditable defense in 

• -• •" 0 • , ·~ , •• ...,,- >, • • • ~ · • - '->" • ' y• o ,· • • -• • • o• • • ' 
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the Korean peninsula, the :problem of Southeast .JI..sia vrould have to be met: 

a ) by depending on superior UB conventionel eirpower ·end the W"'XlPO't•Ter . of allies j 

b) by resort to a retained superiority in tactical nucle~ weapons; c) by 

incrBasing the size of u.s. conventional forces by an amount widch might be 

difficult to sustain, politically; d) by relinquishir..g Southeast .P..sia to the 
. . . 

Chinese Communist (India, w'"ith US support, and given edequate Indian motivation 

might still be defensible); e) by insistillg 'l..'Q?On a reduction in the land and 

air forces of China. Of these poss~bilities, the retention of tactical nuclear 

weapons seems to be the most feasible alternative for the foreseeable future. 

2) The USSR relationship 

The increasing :preoccupation of the Soviet leadership ,.n. th the 

problem of China and the differential in manpower resources give evidence of 

a similar need for the USSR to retain ta.ctical nuclear weapons to redress the 

potential imbalance in conventional forces. 

3) US-USSR Non-Zero Sum 

Both superpowers have a mutual interest not only in redressing 

potential manpower imbalances vis-a-vis China, with tactical nuclear 

wea:pons but also would gain advantage · by maintaining mecha.Dized· land forces of 

greatly superior mobility and firepower to the Chinese. The tactical air forces 

of the USSR, deployed well eastward to honor a European settlement, and the 

Pacific sea forces of the u.s. would be indirectly supporting a .common mission. 

in many respects. More important, ~ detente. in Europe, with force levels 

reduced within European geographical limits, would free land forces from both 

sides to be deployed against the threat of China. 

OVer the long haul, . the mill tary facts of life might persuade the 
, , I , 

Chinese Communists to ease their burden by joining in a second generation series 
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§ECC~lEil 
of al~ control measures but this could only come if those measures negotiated 

in the first generation. had permitted a good margin for contair!m.ent .of China's 

aspirations. 

4) The Zero Sum Asnect 

The great bazard of Co7!1IC:l.IDist China to the U.S. is the :poten-

tie.lity t'ro.t would e:dst for the USSR and Chinese Communists to :patch up 

ideological differences and jointly concert against U. S. security interests. 

c. Middle East-_u..:frica-Latin .America 

The conventional forces of these areas are relatively insignificant 

in comparison to the forces of the major :prnv-ers. With the exception of the 

Israeli-Arab strife, the ~eacekeeping record of the overt forces of the nations 

of these areas in recent years is a reasonably enlightened one. Within this 

fr8.meirork, a reduction in indigenous forces would be likely to reta:i,n present 
. ' 

:f.Oi·ier balances and to free increasing :proportions of limited national incomes 

for economic improvement. If properly monitored, such reductions should not 

increase :political instability~ Th~s, arms control constraints on the con-

ventional forces of the superpowers would have an important relationship to 

the pmver balance in these areas. Ideally the reductions to be negotiated 

should be calculated to make it less likely that USSR land forces could become 

engaged in these areas, thus producing a zero sum advantage to the U. S. in 

the increasing degree to which these areas would be ,dependent on sea ~ines of 

ccmmunication. A settlement on conventional. forces which merely resulted in 

European deployment constraints, and which left sizeable forces in the USSR 

strategic reserve, would make it possible for the USSR to deploy into the 

Middle East or Africa u_~ess the u.s. retained a preponderance of conventional 

sea forces and equality of strategic reserve land and conventional air forces. 

- 20 -
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d. US-USSR relationships 

Beyond the discussion of the US-USSR relationship in Europe, .. China, 

Middle East-Af'rica-L£tin PJnerica, there remains to be discussed their respec~ive 

ca~aoilities as the heartl~~d bases of conventional weapo~ end forces. Given 

the achievement of a ba.la."'1ced :power situation arou."'1d these t\'io nuclei, and giyen - . . 
.- . 

a Euxopean 'l!la.inl.and in which the adv-antage would lie 'With the def'en.se, the 

resultbg overall edvw.:tage would f-ie with the US on three co'lUlts. First/ the 
. ·'' 

power balance would contribute, by the neut~-lizetion of military forces as ~ 

;tool of aggressi?n, to the US strategy of maintenance of a relatively stable :-· 

vrorld order in which orderly changes c~ occur, and 1vould be in contrs:posi tion 
:·: .. . :·.·· 

· t o that required for · the · CoZ!lillunist concept of the destruction and reord.e:dng 'of 

political patterns. Second, the U.S. for the foreseeable future 1-rould retain 

the greater industrial capability With which to be ·able to mass produce to 
. ..; ·I~· ·, ~-

regain a larger power :plateau -- conventional or nuclear -- should that become 

necessary for such fundaine~tal reasons as Communist abrogation of arms c~~~rol 
agreements or restoration of mili t~ cooperation between the USSR and Chinai,. 

The third reason follOivS. · 
,· : 

e. Freedom of the seas 

The stability postulated in e. lineup of forces along the for~goi.rig 
·. ·-. . ·-~ - " 

li~es, depends on the t~~ together of the remaining forces of the UoS. and 
. .:-· ~ ·. ; . ··, ·· 

.: -... . .-:: 
This binding together of conventional forces 

'· ' . ', ': . ' 
;; •. :: 

her allies throughout the ~orld. 

~f the Free World, in contraposi ti6n to the retained forces of a :potentially . . . . .... ~: . . . . ·; · . ·. ; . 

illu. ted continental Colii!IIllnism can only be affected by insuring the. freedom ~f 

the seas. The :present :preponderance in seapower is a function of superior naval 

forces and possession of adequate bases within the sea community of the Free World . 

.... 21- . " , ;. · 
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_l;:l'!!lS Control settl em.ents whic..'-1 negotiated paxi ty of m:ili ta..-y seapmrer as between 

the continental lend.po11er of the USSR ~d the sea com:rrn.mity of the U.s. an,d NATO 

>wcld result in a basic reduction in the relative balance of po't-rer by denyi11..g 

r eC.eployment of the U.s. strategic reserve land forces and denyir>...g ' logistic 

st'.:Q:f'O?t to any point under pr ess'U.l"e from Communist lolre~ order cor.&lict. This 

vital need of the U.s. to retain a prepondera.'llce of surface sea}?mrer and eir power 

"!l'..ay req-..lire us, in equity, to concede the right of the USSR to a net St.."J:)eriori ty 

of g:tou..:."!d forceE:, u.nde~ sui table deployr...cent constraints. In a wo:rld in which the 

t lweat of nuclee:r vrar h8i been tam-ped de1m, the power advantage to the US, in 

such circumstances, could be considerable, depending upon the relative balance 

strc<ck. The extent to which an overaJJ. preponderance in Soviet ground forces 

could' be counter balanced by preponderance of U.s. conventional air end seepower 

would require careful calculation and would be difficult to define since two 

ver-.J different things would have to be balanced. The imbalance must be sufficient 

to pr~vide secur~ty to the continents· of the Western Hemisphere, P1rica, and 

P.ustralia, but not so greet as to prevent the necessary US support o'f NATO .land 

armies and occasional support of US allies in South and Southeast Asia. 

2. Control Considerations 

a. For Tactical Air. A£, mentioned earlier, the two superpowers, if they 

az-e to maintain their po"rer positions vis;.e-vis Conmrunist China, and other nations, 

require superiori t:y over these nations in conventional tactical air forces. This 

superiority is one of the vital factors which would make it possible for both 

the US and USSR to match the conventional land power of C()Tll71Jlmi st China and for 
t he US to meet commitments in several areas of the world simuJ.teneously 'nth 

s::n8ll 1 'illd forces. First, the same vehicles used 'for conventional tactical air 

support are susceptible of use as tactical . nuclear delivery vehicles. This 

. ... ~ .. , . . ... _ ... ~-, .--,•-:· ... - ......... '. -:· 
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problem w~ll be diSctillsed in another section but the need of these veiticles 

f or conventional power prevents their elimination as the solution to the nuclear 

trtTee.t. This dichotomy ca." be lessened by deployment constraints discussed 

in a later section. 

The tactical air force requirements for NP...TO in E-urope s:re, as else;vhere, 

related to the Arrey levels negotiated. !f parity of' N.A..T0-1ilarsau for ces in 

Eu:ro:pe 7 i·rest of the :Bug.. or if :pe:ccentage reductions of cu:crent . Euro:p.ean 

for ce balance we:re nego-tia·ccd, NATO i'Tould still reQ..uire a st.Jl)eriori ty of tactical 

air to counterbalance the inferiority of exterior sea lines of reinfo:rcement 

over Soviet landJ.ines of communication. The protection against rapid re-

deployment of USSR tactical air forces from the USSR to Europe would have to · 

rest on US ca:pabili ty to _ rede:Ploy rapidly from the US mairiland. This in turn 

vrould require a:p:Proximate parity of tactical air forces in the two hea.rtlru;tds. 

Beyond this, the US would require additional tactical. air forces (perhap~ 

nc:wal air) to maintain a favorable balance of power against the Chinese 

Comm~~st threat in the Pacific. This means that the overall balance of tactical 

airpo1¥er would have to rest with the 'YTest: some su;periori ty in Europe j 

eque.li ty within the two mainlands (for this purpose the USSR mainland should 

be defined as USSR east of the lin~ Leningrad-Smolensk-Odessa) and superiority 

in the Pacific. This requirement for a favorable balance of tactical air 

fo:z-ces could be legitimized in several ways: 1) by insisting on percentage 

reductions in current levels of tactical air fo~ces, including naval air, 2) by 

h~ving the European powers provide a large portion of European NATO tactical 

air forces, while granting parity-of US and Soviet tactical air forces excluding 

naval air; 3) by winning acceptance .of' the right to superior US tactical air 

forces as well as sea forces to compensate for superior Soviet land armies. 

. --- -···· . , .. ,, .,. -:- • • '" .' . . . ,-- .- --:-:• :·: ·••-"':' · - - - -~ .. ,. .. ·•;.: ... ,. ,-.. . _,. ,_ , .. "'- -~ . ,, ., , , . - . ,. _,, - ~ - -- -. 
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b. For Tactical Air 'Defense. The stabilizing aspects of tactical 

air ~efense forces, especi~11y S.~4s are: 1) these expensive installations 

are a protection to the conventional forces of each large power against 

t he crude nuclear assault of smaller Nth po>-;ers; 2) they are stabilizing 

to the defense, against si.L.'>"l)rise attack by · air :fo:rces of the other superpower; 

3) they -vrould, to some e:ttent, red\lce the advantage one super:9CttveT inig_'t1.t gain 

by c~andestine retention of tactical nuclear wea~ons for use in' tactical air 

assc:ult. 

The destabilizing aspects are: 1) the superpower vThich builds 

heavy tactical air defe.:.ses is in a better position to launch its o'm air attack 

with less concern "for enemy retaliation in kind; · 2) · any allowed superiority · 

of tactical air is pa_....-ti ally negated by opposing air de-fenses. In this case 

the stabilizing aspects appear to be controlling. I:f the US were able to .. , . 

negotiate an arrangement which permitted tactical air superiority, substantial 

air defenses would still appear to be the desired situation. 

c. Manpower. :Notwi thstand.ing the fact that the US might have to · 

be prepared to grant higher manpower levels to the USSR to achieve the 

necessary preponderance in other conventjonal areas, sticky problems of con-

trol w·ooJ.d remain. Within any agreed force levels there would be complicated 

problems of definition. vTe would need to be sure that both sides interpreted 

force levels as applicable to all personnel eP~aged in agreed military chores. 

The use of civilians by one side to increas.e the virtual effectiveness of the 

uniformed personnel could not be unilateral. Similarly, there would have to 

be commonality of definition of reserve forces although not necessarily parity. 

If force levels were defined in terms of divisional strength there would have 

to be some agreed definition of what a division and division slice could be. 
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In the man:povier area these problems would require e high desL"ee of 

inspection in order to achieve assurance against cheati~. With lesser degrees • 

of inspection) only very rough ma.npmrer controls would · appear feasible. 

d. Mob ill ty and Firepovrer. It is necesscr.r for both the US and 

USSR -Go retain a high degree of mob ill ty a.'ld fire::po"~orer in their conventionaJ. 

forces if they are to rete.in their :pm-rer s1...1periori ty over other potential riva1s. 

Yet the equipment ¥7hich Jn2.kes this :possible represents a t'i'...reat . to the OPJ?osing 

S'Ctp&cy,ower by making it possible to overcome, suddenly, deployment constr.aints. 

F~~~rthermore, such equipment is more easily produced clandestinely or cached 

than is the case with strategic ~-reapons. The control over these · categories · of 

weapons which is feasible is directly related to the amount of inspection 

pe1'1!li tted. . .And since it is mobility and firepower wv..ich could be most 

dangerous during aggression in an arms control environment, the greater the 

limitations at the nuclear end of the spectrum of weaponry, the greater the 

control we would require over weapons providing conventional mobility and 

firepower to insure that negotiated balances are not overcome. 

e. Bases. Bases have correctly been identified by the USSR as 

the Achilles heel of the . US in arms control negotiations, because of a two

foldJ distinct asymmetry in the US-USSR relationship: 1) As a continental 

land povcr the USSR does not need overseas bases to protect vi tal national 

inte:rests with conventional power; 2) as an aggressive ideology Commun:i.sin 

uses subversion and indirect aggression rather than the overt forces and 

bases required by the more defensive free world. Elimination of US bases in any 

overseas area tends to sev-er that sea lane in the military sense • . Under me,jor · 

reductions .of conventional forces 9r thinning out in. an area, some bases 

migh•c be given up or reduced in strength but thiS would have to be the follow 

, -~. ·· ··· ···~ ;~·- · ·,· ··-- ·: ,.,,.._,, .. ~ ,~~-- ,-~~ -- . •·:~ -' ... . ; . 
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on of ~~d not the substance of an arms control agreement. If, subject to the 

foTegoing, the USSR insisted on a ljstiP~ of the bases to be liqtudated, the 

US shvQld insist on a similar reckoning of bases within the satellite &•d 

Soviet areas which were bE:ir..,g rolled up and shouJ.d require inspection to make 

sure that such areas remained, in effect, deuilitarized. 

f. Deployment. T.'le non-zero sum gains resultiP..g from controls o;n 

deployment are: 1) the tvro blocs couJ.d reduce the e..xtent of the cc!l..i'rontation 

in E'u:rope, yet; 2) · this could be done without decreasing and even lJ'hile increas-

ing conventional. commitments elseivhere. · .As suggested earlier, overaJ.l us 

security couJd be enhanced if a "thin-out" of conventional forces in Europe, 

both NAT{) and Warsaw· Pact forces, resulted in a better relative balance for the 
I 

'\·Jest in Europe, en increased strategic reserve ol' troops in the US, and/or some 

greater deployment into the Pacific. If disarmament negotiations developed in 

such fashion that an overall reduction in the armed forces were essential to get 

an otherwise intelligent agreement, deployment constraints in Europe which ~er

mi tted stability at lower levels there probably would be mandatory. Whatever 

the a~proach, thinning out in Europe would surely require the US to retain super-

iority of tactical air forces and naval forces, together with sufficient airlift 

and stockpiling of additional sets of protected division equipment, to provide 
.. , ... . 

rapid response to a major Soviet conventional thrust in Europe. 

Deployment constraints might be policed: by a border AIM field; 

by construction of a broad commerciel.ly useful. canal along the border in 

the German plains; by stationing of fixed ground post observers at road and 

rail junctions and sea. and air ports; by exchange of military missions between 

NP~~ and Warsaw headqus_~ers units, and by reciprocal aerial surveillance. 

26 
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Other variations of deployment constraints could be considered. 

It rllight be possible some da:;, if the satellites con~inue present political 

t:>.:'cnd.s, to negotiate dem-l li ta;:'ization of East C-el"'rriaey in exchange for an 

P..nst:ro-EUc"l.gary type "real-union" of .the trro C.ermani es 't-Thich mai:n.tained two 

sovereign administrative sys·;.,,..,.r.s end which kept FRG security forces out of the 

East Ge::....,.ti <=>n terri tory. Or a denuclea...~zed zone extending a speci:f'ied dista"lce. 

on ei the:r side of the iron cu....-tain might improve the stab ill ty of the conventional 

force lineup, provided the zone were not so wide as to prevent stationing of 

tactical nuclear lteapons in Euorpe for rapid re-entry into the zone if reg_uired. 

A variant which would appear to have marked disadvantages vroul.d be to create 

a den,ilitarized zone-shorn of conventional as we~ as nuclear forces -- on both 

sides of the present iron curtain border. In general, for the foreseeable 

future, the West would have greater diffictil.ty in sweeping back into e. demili tar

ized zone with conventional forces than wou:Ld the USSR, particularly if there · 

is a debilitating effect on the NATO ~ies of a withdrawal of forces to their 

homelands. 

g. Production Controls. The non-zero sum gains from controls on 

production would be: halting the expense and destabilizing effect of the 

conventional arms race; while preserving the supericrity of both supel,"-

:pOT;rers over other possible rivals. CUrtailment of expenses and stabilization of 

tJ:::I~{' race could be eccomflished by: prohibition of production of all. armaments 
.-i/1-:/'li'•' : . 

,, ;~~ce:pt agreed categories (such as are in the US · GCD Treaty OUtline) in .which in-.·. 

ventories would have to be reduced by specified amounts; replacement of weapons 

on a one-for-one basis; prohibition of testing and production of new types of 

armaments; prohibition of equipping or construction of new production facilities 

or expansion of existing ones. Preserving the superiority :9f the big two requires: 

27 
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setting inventories for these two at a level· Stlperior to s:ny combine.:tion of 

· ment within category so that old :production lines would no·c have to be re-

sts:.rted and so that each side could gradually improve the qualit.y of its force 

to the maximum state of t:1.e art e.t the time R&D "7ere halted. 

A disadvantage to the US in any reduction of active inventories · 

is the superiority of the reserve stoclffi of conventional Soviet .equipment, 

especially ta.nF..s. To mir>..imize this fact the US shouJ.Cj. try to negotiate a 

correlation betwaen personnel and inventories on a TO&E basis. 

h. Budget Controls. The openness of the US society and the basic 

elements of the capitalistic system insure that budgetary control on US defense 

spending would be largely effective. In the USSR, the extent of secrecy of its 

c.losed society would present very real inspection obstacles. More significantly, 

the artificiality of the USSR's :pricing system, in which unit prices may be set 

mu.:;::-,. lo;rer than actual cost a.."l.d the shortage made up by over:pric::i.ng in other 

areas, and other "Socialist" strategems could result in grossly higher production 

of military hardware than a true budget wov.ld permit. This control is therefore 

a, ze~co sum dis~vantage and should be avoided unless it can be effectively 

coupled 1-ri.th other controls which are effective. 

3. Possible Solutions 

a. · Low Inspection. A low inspection case might consist of Soviet 

willingness to :permit observers t<? witness bonfires of equipment, declared but . 

uninspected inventories and perhaps an exchange of fixed ground observation points. 

Under such circumstances the US could place reasonable assurance, using unilateral 

m=ans; on USSR compliance with controls on: inventories of tactical air forces, 

tac:t.;l.caJ. . air defense and sur:face naval vessels; : t.l:t~.~ization. o:t: .. 'bes,e;?,!if<;,::oL.i..TJlited 

. . ' . ~ .. .. : ·~ ' 
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co:nfid-e:D.ce could be placed en Soviet compliance "ti.i th controls on deployment. 

Cont rols on total. manpo...,rer, prcduction, and budget w·ould not be ~ig!J. coni'idence 

measures. Tnis would ma~e negotiated reductions L~ ar.my strength dangerous. 

~Ld in view of the need for the Free World C~unity to rely on superior air 

~Qd sea strength, any reductions in these forces without inspected reductions 

in armies, could be dangercrus and destabilizir~. 

b. Medium Ins:oection. This case might include (in addition to those 

elements of the lovr inspection case) inspection: of conventional producti?n by 

stationing of resident inspectors in all plants declared to be engaged in fjnal. 

asse:mbly of agreed arrn.aments; :plus a limited quota of inspections at plants not 

so declared, to check against clandestine production; plus same areas open to 

inspection by roving US:MJM tyr:e patrols; plus aerial inspection of all of Europe, 

Western USSR and Eastern US. Under such criteria, end coupled 1ti. th unilateral 

intelligence, the us could place res::nable confidence in controls on tactical 

air forces, tactical air defenses, naval forces, utilization of bases~ deployment, 

rulCl. fair confidence in inventories of conventional e.:rmy weapons and equipment. 

T"nis w·ould make same reductions in a.:rmy (and possible naval) strength acceptable 

&~d equivalent reductions in tactical air forces could therefore be risked. 

c. High Inspection Case. In this case, to the elements of the two 

inspection cases above, we might add: inspection of declared inventories; 

stationing of resident inspectors at factories producing sub-assemblies for 

finished agreed armaments; a large quota of random inspections at undeclared 

factories suspected of clandestine production; relatively unlimited areas open 

to l~oving · USMlM type patrols; and unrestricted aerial inspection. Access to 

production and budget data might in this case be of additional · assistance. Under 

this rigorous inspection system the US o:>uld saf'ely af'f'ord to negotiate major 

reductions in and deployment constraints upon all aspects of' its conventional 

.·.·.'· 
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:fo::tce; subject to the caveats discussed concerning area and e:tterior IOC probleiru;. 

C. Ta,ctic al Nuclear Wea:pons 

1. Context - Discussion of these vTeapons has to be treated in the light of 

a 1:70l'ld '·Thich, in order to control the aw:fu.l aspects of its strategic weapons, 

:m:u.st a.:rbi t::-ate controls over convantional forces a'1d tactical nucl.ero4 \-Tea]?Ons. 

Consideration of control over tactical nucl-ear weapons sub sumas that there has .· 

been a comprehensive test ban treaty, e non-diffUsion pact, some degree of 

cont?ol CNer strategic ifeapous, arid sufficient political settlSlent between 

the superpm;ers to reduce tension at suCh pressure points as Laos, Berlin and 

Cuba. 

The problem of C02l!li.."Ul'..ist China would be a major factor in such 

·Considerations. 

2. General Considerat ions 

a. 1i1hat Can Contribute to Stability'? 

The overriding complexity introduced into a SFSDA by the considers.-

tion of tacticaJ. nuclear weapons is that modern conventional delivery systems 

(tactical air, artillery, rockets, mortars etc.) are capable of beiJ."1g nuclearized. 

This fact presents the greatest difficulty in constructing suitable controls over 

tactical weapons systems e.-x:cept with relatively intense inspection procedUres. 

It seems necessary to require same degree of control over both the range and 

deployment of conventional delivery systems in order to limit the ra~e and 

impact area whiCh would be affected by their surreptitious converstion to nuclear 

use. 

.An important difficulty in the discussion of tactical nuclear 

WeapOnS iS the SenJatiCS problem aS tO what iS meant by B. 11tacticaJ. UUClear system, II 

As we consider stringent .controls over a reduction of what are commonly accepted: . 

•·• • ~· ·; ;- · ·;·,- .- "" : ~ "7-r ·· . , _, " ·" '": .,. "" ~.'· ··.: ·~·. ~. ··· · · · · ~·.·· ··:·· ·~· 
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as .st:rat.egic uea:gons, those deliv!i::ry systems vib.i.ch have co:!l!OOn:cy- been considered 

tacticaJ .. c. mld · increasi:r..gly become the lcgi_cel instruments of cland:~stin:e strategic 

Moreover, wea:pons which might not be considered, · e,;en a:f'ter 

reduction in SDVs, to be strategic, by the us, might very 't\"'ell be considered 

strategic by our E-uropean allies who ,,10uld s.ee ·a. reduced stl'ategic '1..1mbreiia. 

in the US mainland and Hho also might see large numbers of' delive:ry vehicles 

in the Eastern Europe ca]?able of reachi!!g vlestez-n Euroj?ean te:rgets. It may be 

necessa.....""Y, in order to win e.llied su:p:port for arms control aereem.~nts limiting 

SDV s, to adopt as the definition of tacticaJ. nuclare deli very systems, those 

systens '1-rhich are ce:pa'ble of attacking the urba.n-industrieJ.. complexes of' a:ny 

Nato-i'l8l·saw nation from outside of' its national boundaries. 

These factors require consideration both under the strategic weapons 

ana~ses, discussed earlier, end also in this section. 

Whatever the resolution of the :peculiar sematics question, it 

seems basic to the consideration of the tactical nuclear wea~ons that the 

existence of nuclear warheads capable of' being used by traditionally conventional 

delivery vehicles is stabilizing in two ways: 

(1) Their existence dampens the .temptation to initiate a 

conventiona.l attack; 

(2) They reinforce the overall :power of the nuclear nations as 

op:posed to that of' the . non-nuclear nations. Here ~ain, the non-zero sum factors · 

point to a retention of some tactical nuclear ~arhea~. But the zero sum 

factors :point toward e controlled situation in which effort is made to 1imi t · 

the numbers of such warheads, and/or the numbers of' conventional delivery vehicles 

capable of firing them, and/or s'l.l:rprise .offensive opPbTtum:tH~s. • ·'· 
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b. Rules or Assunrptions of Er<..gagement and Escalation. 

The ass1.Ul!.9tions as to t...l'J.e use of tactical nuclear warheads would 

va:.:.y with the numbers retained., and the deplo:~-ment 1 ;m;ta.tions, :range limitat~ 

ions, etc. of the relatea·.a.elive:cy systens. Working backwa..f"Cis i':ram the 

ass·cmrptions we rrould c..lloose in seeki.l'lg an intelligent SFSDA, the optillr~ con-

. ~ -
trols would be developed.. First, for the foreseeable future, it wml.ld seem 

··· ·; .. ···· 
u:nnecessc..ry and um-Tise to pls..n to use nuclear weapons in an arms controlled 

1-m::dd enviromnent against the !l..ations of Jl.:frica, Latin .ft.Illerica."l and the Middle 

East. Second, both supe:r:f•O\·rers l·rould undoubtedly 'ira.ut a :rese:i:'ve of tactical 

nu·::lear •reapons for possible ·CI.Se against Commu.r.1ist China. Third, it wouJ.d 

appear to be to the advantage of both superpOivers to avoid the use of tactical 

w:<.clea.r weapons in any confrontat lon betlveen their :forces around the periphery-, 

althol.lgh, again, geogra:p..'lly may make them essential to the West :for defensive pur-

IJOses in certain areas. Fourth, · in Europe there is a special case in •rhich it 

'!:DE-y be to the benefit of both superpOiVers to retain the· capability to use short 

range tactical nuclear weapons. The West migh~ }lave to · do so in order to 

retain a credible NATO deterrent after opposing strategic forces have been 

bruught into a condition of controlled mutual deterrence. The extent to which 

this wrrald be necessary would depend on the extent to whiCh a relaxation of inter-

nationaJ. tensions, under the political. settlements that would be necessary to . 

achieve a SFSDA, had occu.."!Ted. The assumptions as to the use of tactical nucl~ar 

vreapons w{i..ich both sides might accept, then, would be: 

(1) Neither would use tactical nuclear weapons against ini'erior 

non-nuclea:r nations;;;,,.;; __ :· ; -: ·:: ·· .- . ,. 
. · ...• . - ~ -

( 2) . . Both would be prepared to use such weapons against major " 

non-nuclear powers -i.e., Cowrn1nist China; 

. . ~-- ..• ~ .=--~~···. •.- • ······: ·.-., . . ,, r . · · ' •. ·;·- . .. -- ~·-· · . ·-=·l' "·· ·- --_-- ,.-•. · -- . .. 
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Both ·wotil..d be pi'epaxed to escalate to the use of such iveapons 

T''Jliticc.l and milita,ry situation: obt~iUd.-ng • 

Und.er these ass'U!l:!.l)~cio:n.s, the proolem of cont:::-ol becomes one of \ro:rk-

iZJ.g vtlt ways to min-1'rn; ze the opportunity for the attacl;:er to use tactical 

nuclear ' .. reapons in an i:ni tial SlL..--prise attack~ wirile :pZ"eserving for the defense 

~ne capability to use tactical rr~clear >..eapons after the attack has beg~tn. 

3· Corrcrol Consideratio!ls - Tl"le co!!!pl•::xi ties of tK".:.is problem are 

tr£ ones on which meani ne:ftu o..isa::."'"l1l.aDlent negotiations a:L"'e most likely to 

founder. 

a. Delivers Vehicles 

The pri.ma.:..--y pr",blem ~ri. th regard to conventional delivery 

:problert ~.ts mentioned above - i.e., the fungibility of delivery means. Yet, . 

t:.he need to retain some tactica.J. nuclear weapons ca:pabili ty requires that 

tl1.ere be a meaningful approach to the control of tactical delivery v-ehicles. 

Restated, the problem is to preserve conventional delivery means for the defense, 

to handicap their use as nuclear delivery vehicles in the offense, yet to 

!"etain the possibility of their use for delivery of tact:lcal nuclear lrea:pons 

i'c: the defense. 

As suggested above, each super power would · need enough deli very 

verdcles to remain superior to non~nuclear rivals and to deter super power 

at:;";~ck. For use against Cormrru.!list ·China as land armies and other ·cargets, 

ai:r·.:::~caft woul.d appear to be o:ptim1..rm delivery vehicles. Ideally bo·ch sides 

wot:.ld retain suf'ficient tactical aircraft, configured for tactical nuclear 

wee;pons ( sey 500), deployed against China_, :raJJge-limi tea to prevent surprise 

use against the o:p:posiP..g su:per power, to suit this need. Ideally the tacticaJ. 
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ai:rc:caft resarved for corNentional air bat·i:ile in Europe 'tvould be estopped, b~l 

co~Tiguration an~ inspection, from using tactical nuclear weapons. In keeping 

vJ:i.. th th0 concept that E-uro:pe should be defense-oriented, in addition to a border 

.?.D!YI s.::re,=n, each sidt: r~d.ght be authorized sufficient (say 500) ve-ry short 

r:.::I.<ge ( sey 10 to 50 km) tact.ic~.l missiles in harc.ened, il!irriobi2e positions to 

be us0d against an attacker, but located far enoughbehind the border that 

-th~y could not serve as offensive tactical weapons. :Both sides could be 

al1mred to determine for tl: .. ;;:m.selv·:os the accuracy and yield restraints they "~<rould 

?lace on such missiles since their warheads would, of course, explode in own 

territory. 

This concept of immobile :positions for tactical missiles would 

be optimized by a.n agreement to provide controls oYer the deployment of 

artJ.llery of ranges la:rger than 30 miles. Roving inspectors could be UBed 

to S$Sure that all artillery of greater range remained deployed behind lines 

sev.;;:ral hundred miles either side of the Iron CUrtain. This would provide 

maximum utility in the use of immobile tactical nuclear missiles against invasion 
' 

and, beyond that, artillery for defense in de~th or for reinforcement of the 

inva.de:li area. 

Another real rn.·oblem w"i th regard to delivery vehicles is the 

posaibility of use of commercial verdcles with clandestine warheads for surprise 
'\ 

I 

attack. The extent of this t]:l..reat is a direct function of the degree of 

b. Warheads 

If the foregcing ideal situation with regard to delivery vehicles 

c0,.:tld be negotiated, constraints on warheads would be less of a :pro"r hm. 

Harhead. controls, as a sole constraint, are infeasible. :Both superpowers have 

-. ~- .,_ ... ~ ·," - ~--- --,.~- . ,_ ..... , ... 
. ... , . ....... ·· :-:···· ··~·····._ - , .. . _. __ 
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:p::.:oduced so mue:.'l material fxc·m whic.."<l such weapons may be fabricated and have 

stocb.J!iled so wmy tactical nuclear warheads that it viould be difficult to 

P~'e e:lu..cl.e clandestine asse:;nbly ~•d use, 'W"ithout controls over delivery -ve...'hicles. 

This fact, in addition to those cited above, ar~~es for the retention by both 

sides of a reserve of tactical nuclear lveapons, to denigrate the ;mpo:rtance 

of clandestine stocl~iling by the other side. This reserve (of say 1000 

tactical weapons, in addition to the 500 '1-rarheads retained. for Euxopean fixed -

tactical missiles) would ha-ve to be deployed away from Europe, in the vicinity 

:::rf: the 500 aircraf't_ d~ployed by each side for possible use against China. 

If' the ideal situation with regard to a fixed European tactical 

missile were not negotiable, then some fO-"l"!!l of physical separetion of 

t;':,e;tical nuclear i-Teapons from tactical aircraft in Europe would have to be 

negotiated together with controls on the numbers, ra~e, and yield of mobile 

tactical missiles in that theater. This is inherently less stable than the 

ideal situation. 

c. Fissile Materials 

A significant aspect of assurance against clandestine stockpiling 

or tactical nuclear ~veapons would be the negotiation of a cutoff of production 

of fissionable materials. This would hav"' f)ther non-zero sum factors. It 

vo"Jld serve to inhibit the opportunity of other nations to acquire nuclear 

•rea:pons, if they signed the agreement bef'ore they attained a nuclear capability 

and prmrie,ed controls over peacefuJ. uses of nuclear materials v1ere carefUlly · 

zn,:mitored. It would also slaclm the strategic weapons race. This is an easily 

policed control although the great quantities of f'issile material already 
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p:r·od.v.ced viould le~ve i.TJT.Qortant loopholes fo::..~ cla..YJ.destine stockpiling o:f -.;v-ar-

heeds. One might 2.Cld that in situations vrher;;; -~.EYl is legit; :tr!'lte, a cc:s traint 

on :fissile materiels {.,r.,,;r1y :plutonium) viOuld favor the US -- large ni::unhers of 

JI.E·'l wa:rheads consu:ming substa.J.tial amou..YJ.ts of Pu •rould be necessa_ry -.?or an 

11 effective" .AB.\1 de:ploym<>nt, and here the as;;:m:metry in stockpiles vrould favor us. 

4. Possible Solutions 

a. Low Inspection Case 

This might be the case in 1vhich the only "arms control" informa- . 

tion on the tactical nuclear delivery vehicles of the other side would be the 

declaration of inventOTies of tactical 'tveapons (and theref'ore of the tacticaJ. 

::drcraf't vrhlch could serve as potential tactical. nuclear delivery vehicles). 

To this published acc~,nting, there might be added the occasional information 

as to the movement of potential nuclear delivery vehicles, .received from 

fixed ground post observers.. 

With this limited control, very little change in the status quo 

r egarding tacticaJ. nuclear weapons would be feasible · - aJ.though the . deg:t.ee 

of risk acceptable in this area ivould depend on the strategic force relation-

ship a..~d other force relationShips which had been negotiated. 

b. Medium Inspection Case 

This might be the case. in Which, in addition to the elements Of· the 

lmr inspection case, the follo1ving controls were achieved: inventories of all 

tactical delivery ·vehicles and warheads were declared; occasional rand~ 

inspection of geographical a.reas·(Europe and portions of the U$ and USSR) were 

aJ.lmred; resident inspection were permitted at factories producing authorized 
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re]?lect:oment tactical nucl-ss.r nti.ssiles and aircraft. 

In t~~s cas~, some control over numbers and deployment, but not 

over yield, would be feasible. The uncertainties "'?Ould be such as t9 require 

substantial permitted forces. Reduction in numbers might be on a ~ercentage 

basis (of tactical aircraft plus tactical missiles) the extent of ivl:'.ich (in 

the r~~ge of 10% to 50%) would depend on the controls on and the relationship 

of retained strategic and conventional forces. Deployme..'1t constraints vrould 

b.ave to be such that NATO's :preponderance of tactical aircraft i.."'l Europe vras 

not destroyed. Removal of or reduc·cion of numbers of tactical nuclear missiles 

from Europe could be feasible. 

c. High Ins-pection Case 

In this case, to the elements of the other tvro cases, "tve might 

add: cutoff of production of fissionable .material (which in any event would 

have to have been negotiated for strategic weapons to create the kind of 

rnilitary relationship in vrhich major constraints on tactical nuclear ·weapons 

vrould be feasible); controls on numbers of warheads in :production and stock-

piles; inspection of declared inventories; resident inspectors at nuclear 

:reac;tors; on-site inspection of su5pected' cla.ndestine production facilities; 

"USHLM:-type" rovil'l_g inspection, on e. frequent basis, in all of Europe, e.nd · 

large parts of the US and USSR; and e.eria.J. inspection. 

In this case, some more significant tactical nuclear arrangement 

might be feasible. 

discussed in III C3. 

This could constitute the deployment and number constraints 
_::!:..=·;_ 

To a9hieve the emplaced tactical missile s~tuation .in 
: .. ... .. ... 

Europe in which tactical aircraft did not remain a nuclear threat in t~~t area, 

inspectors would have to have sutficient access to . tactical aircraft .to insure 
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·t;h.:rt tac-tical nuclear ~>"capons vTcre not loaded and sufficient g<:ographiccl. access 
I 

t o insL"tr"e the.t nuclear qombs -.rere not stored nearby or brought in. In the main-

lands of the USSR (east of a Leni~·ad, Smolensk, Odessa line) and of the US, 

taetical airctaft ivould be subject to different rules. Hare, storage of 

tactice:J. nuclear bombs in the areas nearby to tectical air bases should be 

perrci:ttad but subject. ·to the control that observers viould be able to note any 

d.e::ploi~ent of the borribs ·to the aircraft. Here again, a. possible transitional 

st;::p might be to perzcd t stockgiles of' >1arhea.ds sufficient to S'-'-"?:Ply the :permitted· 

sys t ems with a reserve plm continually inspected additional stockpiles in some 

E-tate of remoteness from delivery systems or in some state of incomplete 

f abr ication so that there Hould be a time delay in their availability sufficie;nt 

to ~~e them useless for surprise attack but short enough to make clandestine 

vri t 'P.holding or conceahent of little value to the other side. 

D. EE.A..RING OF CONCUR..RENT POLITIC.l\.L DEVELOPMENTS 

1. General. Remembering that the Communist bloc is essentialiy ~i offensive 

alliance while the Free Vlorld is a defensive one, the USG must insist on 

cer t ain ~olitical conditions in conjunction with any major arms control agree~ 

mcnt . Moreover, the USG would have to proceed on the basis that ~ control 

agreements must not li!ili t US ca:pab111 ty to rebuild to and surpass :present 

al~mament levels if limited political settlements are violated • . Within this 

general ~a.ra.meter, the extent to which the US might reduce 1 ts arms thxo1J&h 

negotiation ~ould be directly related to: the development of political depolar-

ization of the satellites; the threat .and extent·of the Sino-Soviet rift; de-

velcpment of effective domestic :pressures on the Soviet 
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regime for improved stande1•d of Hvi:ng and freedom from fear -of war; the extent 

to ;,rhich the offensiva alliance limits its eggression to the sub-limited portion 

of the offensive s:pectru:n; and the degree o:f success which -the Free ~'lorld 

e~9eriences in containi~ that degree of aggression. Arms Control agresments 

should not be negotiated w:b..ich vrould permit -C.he US to be faced by supe:r·ior 

:power of a re-allied Sino-Sov-iet bloc or which made possible continuing 

comNur~st victory in para.Q;nilite.~ confrontation. ~n the present time frame, 

t.he::.~e axe 3 areas of the world in whiCh the pressuxes of the Corrrm.lmist - Free 

Horld are so critical a.s to require SJ?ecial mention in connection with a:.~ 

control Boareements. 

2. Southeast A<-;l. .:t 

Political developments here, especially in Laos ~d South Vietnam, have 

an important relationship to the tactical nuclear and conventional portions 

of the a:~ control spectrum. It is conceivable that the u.s •. and the USSR 

might r.c'nieve an understanding on controls of strategic weapons without a _ 

resolution of political problems in Southeast Asia. Howev·er, it is dii'ficul.t 

to visuaJ.ize controls at less than the present levels in tactical nuclear and 

conventional forces if the Chinese ColDlllUDists a.re · continuing their direct and 

indirect para-military efforts in these regions. One exception could be that 

reductions in tactical nuclear and conventional forces in the European area . . ···'"'' . . . 

might result in a net overall reduct~on for both the u.s. and the D~SR rather 

than resulting in _ r~daployment against _the Chinese Communist. 

~-en the achievement of strategic weapons agreements and certainly the 
,-

ac'b_-tevement of agreements in the other two arms control categories would require 

satisfaction on the part of the u.s. t'b.at the USSR was not cooperating with the 

C'ninesa Communist in the latter's para-military effort in Southeast P~ia. The 

.,-r.·· r.- ..... .. ,..., , ...... -., · · 
'. ' 
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:ro:tnimum political req_uir.em~nt u"})on which the US should insist as a r:>rereq_uisite 

to Y!'..ajor arms control ag-.ceements irl.th the USSR in my of the tb.ree categories, 

then, - ~rould have to be the practical assurance that the USSR had accepted the 

ste:tus q_uo in Southeast .Asia. 

If the day should come w'b.en the Chinese Communist Jol~re r,.Tilli:ng to 

C:l.:tr"tail such para-mili te...-y efforts,:~ conventional forces and tactical nuclear 

forces cuts on a broader basis could be considered • 

..., 
~ - · 

_4greements with the USSR in the strategic weapons category would have to 

incorporate a prohibition against the deployment of such weapons by the USS~ 

in Cuba, in order to have any possibility of domestic US acceptance. More 

important, the achievement of any major ai'Ir!S control reductions .in any category 

of forces, would certainly require greater disengagement from Cuba by Soviet 

forces than has t~~en place to date. ~nis is not to say that Castro would have 

r.ad. to be deposed or that the r€lgime returned to the \vestern Hemisphere o~bi t · 

but merely that USSR forces vdth the exception of a few scores of military 

aclvisers had been removed. On the other hand, greater .likelihood of significant 

.:::rms control arrangements would exist if the first major Soviet penetration 

of the Hestern Helllis;phere had been repulsed by the elimination of: the Castro 

regime end severance of the Cuban ties to the USSR. Therefore, US political 

efforts to bring this situation about, provided they ere conducted with 

sophistication, are not inconsistent. with the arms centro~ negotiations. 

l~. ~erlin and l~tu~~·pe 

This pressure point is the most significant of all. Without the agreement 

between the two super :powers as to the future of Berlin, and indeed, . of Germany, 

no major ;political detente is foreseeable and therefore significant arms contx61 

.-., .... ... , ...... ~ ,.,, .. ·.~.· 
··· ··. ·, · · 
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reductions would be u.~kely. The inte~eletionship of political set~lement and 

~~ ~ont~ol agreaBents is mare readily epparent in this area than any ot4er. 

It is p2:eticularly i!!@ortant Jco continue to e."'l:plore f'uJ..ly mth our N.A::.no allies 

a:o.G. tne USSR all combinations of political a.nd a.'l"!llS control agreem·snts which 

could red-uce the dangers o-:f con._f'rontetion in Europz. The echleveme:nt of a non 

zero sum settlement, ho•,rever, in this area is mo:ce difficult to foresee 

the~ in any other aspect of us~usSR relations. TP~s means that the bre~~-

th..,...o·Jgh in the European 2ree m<=<y q-uite likely require a longer Hciting :period 

thru1 in any other as:pact. I~ is the long te~~ reorientati~n of political 

relationships -- e.g., closer integration in Western ~urope and closer 

cooperation within the .Atlantic Co!l:mlu.l'lity; greater dis-affiliation ·Hitbin th~ 

Co~Jnist satellites; etc. -~ which offers the best hope for e. zero sum 

settlement which the USSR would accept. T'nat is, it 'ldll require a certain 

sense of the inevitability of the develo~mant of such political trends in 

Eu:ro:pe to penetrate to the Soviet leadership bE;fore there . 'trl.ll be a. '1-rillingness 

to accept a European settlement also acceptable to the West. Conversely, for 

the US to proceec too rapidly vrith arms control negotiations could have a 

disintegrative effect vTithin the Atlantic connnuni ty and this in turn could 

lead the USSR to exploit a_~ control negotiations primarily for their 

disruptive effect rather than for stabilization CL'Ild detente. 

5· Reflections 

The arms control considerations that have been summarized in this entire 

discussion mey be considered to be "reduction -- control" at the strategic 

end of, the forces spectrum, with. primarily "deployment-- use" controls of · 
I 

one kind or another at the middle and lower ends . of the ·spectrum-- all 
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pendi:::g the time "toihen :po1;tical tensions have been resolved enough to n1-=-:ke 

fulle:c disarmament possible. 

But in a larger :pa:r.:p;ctive the very f'e.ct of being able to negotiate 

ana ~·ee on the rether elaborate e_~engements covered in t~;s ~~per (on 

th~:; strategic 11reducti cn" level, Emd/or the tactical nuclear conventional 

poli:tical ~roblems uere in fc..ct being resqlved, as registered by the 

arms control agreements. vJhether g.ceat :P01·7er rival:....-y is yet quite t:b.J.s 

susceptible to . ru:r;~i; ora:tion a;nd subliw.e.tion -- even though the ilu.9ulse 

fo:c· co':!iillon interest (non zero sum. settlements) :i,.s certe.in4 increasing in tpe 

1<-...:ind of "tororld we live in remains moot. 

This ~aper attempts to raise the issues, d~cision on which is necess~ 

for the conduct of those negotiations required to determine whethel;' that 

rivalr-y can be circ'tl1!!vented.. Nothing in this paper should give great 

optimism. But the problei!!S delineated should not be a c3.use for undue 

pessimism or abatement of our efforts. The 17 years of apparent:cy 

meani~~less propaganda exchanges in the arms control field finally gave birth 

to t ·\.;o a.:r1llS control agreements. The fact that these agreements came about at 

a t~me when :poll ticaJ. detente . sui ted the needs ·of' the Soviet J.eadershi:p 

s:tould not obscure the fact that a greet-bodY of common la.l:!guege and dogma 

in the arms control field made _ it :possible for relatively quick agreement 

when the :political circumstances were appropriate. A future struggle to 

succeed Khrushchev could "'ell result in the seizure of arms c.ontrol issues 

by one of the aspiring lieutenants as a tool for the winning of possible support 

nE:c:es sa..---y to achieve :power. Or increasing problems in. the allocation of econonU,c 
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resou:rces or "t.-ll:th ·che C'ninese Cc7."'·ru.nist could drive ·~he Soviet lee.cle:rsM:y 

tmra.:ri. the ecce:pta.nc~ of such p:;:.c1-..£ges. T'n.e d.ete.iled., . :ps.i::c.s-l:;e.king, yeaxs -

should corrtinue. 
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